
Helicopter Principles of Flight

Introduction
These are some notes written for the trainee helicopter pilots attending the Ground
Training School (GTS) at RNAS Culdrose in 1977-79.
The originals were typed double-spaced and the diagrams were hand drawn. Copies
were then printed by an offset method. I only retained a rather poor copy of these
notes, which has yellowed over time.
I have digitised the text, which remains almost identical to the original. The diagrams
have been scanned and cleaned up, but are still very rough around the edges.

At various points I have added comments like this, either to correct mistakes or indicate
how I might change things now.

Genesis
The training materials available to me in 1977 lacked somewhat in rigour. 

• The Central Flying School (CFS) materials were rather old and contained
some errors, or myths. 

• The AP3456 Principles of Flight book was not very big and the Helicopter
section was quite brief and shallow. 

• The current GTS material, which I had used in training, was not bad, but
failed in some explanations and did not extend very far.

I studied Physics for my degree and in later life taught it at secondary level. To
develop a better understanding of the subject and I searched for reliable sources. 

• I found one quite good book, whose name I cannot remember now, by
searching in Foyles bookshop.

• I obtained copies of papers release under the aegis of NATO, of which
several came from the US, including Sikorsky.

• I had a copy of Sikorsky Helicopter Flight Theory For Pilots And
Mechanics, perhaps from the above, but more likely from Westland at
Yeovil, who helped in other ways.

• I had some questions answered by ETPS at Boscome Down, who were
always obliging.

I synthesised what I found into these notes, using my background to reject the
unfeasible. Almost everything is derived from the sources available then. Any errors
or omissions are mine. There are still some myths.

Per Ardua ad Astra
At some time after I left my job as Chief Ground Instructor (CGI) to resume flying, a
copy of these notes must have found its way to the CFS. There, they seem to have
formed the basis for a re-writing of AP3456, the CFS Manual of Flying, Volume 12
Chapters 1-6 and 10.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Envoi

I only became aware of this in 2022, when a link was posted on-line, in PPRuNe, to
the now publicly available manual.
Many paragraphs of that manual are verbatim, or only slightly modified from my
notes. Many of the diagrams are vector drawings that are almost photographic in their
faithful reproduction of my hand-draw diagrams, for example:

Sleeve and Spindle

Feathering
Hinge

Non-rotating
Swash Plate

Control Rods

Rotating
Swash Plate

Pitch
Operating Arm

On the other hand, there are many significant changes that have perverted the
progressive arguments of my notes and even re-introduced major errors - the idea of
an increase in pressure under the disc being the cause of ground effect is one. Many
of the diagrams that are superficially like mine have been re-drawn without regard to
their careful construction in relation to the text and are frankly useless or confusing.

Envoi
I would be interested to know when AP3456 was re-written. Although it is quite
gratifying to realise that my notes were used this way, it is bitterly disappointing that
they have have been so bastardised.
I am getting on now, but I would welcome any comments to steve@kappa.me.uk.

Lt Cdr Steve Drain MA RN (Rtd)
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Chapter 1 Basic Rotor Aerodynamics

1. An aeroplane and a helicopter are kept airborne by the same force: an aerofoil
placed in an airflow deflects the air downwards and there is an aerodynamic reaction
on the aerofoil called LIFT.
2. In both cases the physical laws determining the aerodynamic reaction are the same,
but in a helicopter both the airflow and the mechanics are complex and the analysis is
involved. These notes give a simple explanation of typical helicopter characteristics
and performance.

The Rotor
3. The aerofoils of an aeroplane are Wings fixed rigidly to the fuselage, and the
whole moves through the air, driven by a propeller or jet.
4. The aerofoils of a helicopter are Rotor Blades attached by a Rotor Head to a
Rotor Shaft which extends from the fuselage. They form a Rotor, which turns
independently, driven through the Rotor Shaft. A helicopter may be called a Rotary
Wing aircraft.

Lift Production
5. To produce Lift the wings of an aeroplane are mounted with the Chord Line of the
aerofoil at an Angle of Incidence to the longitudinal axis of the fuselage.

Fig 1
6. The Rotor Blades of a helicopter are connected to the Rotor Head at an angle to the
Plane of Rotation, called the Pitch Angle. The Plane of Rotation is perpendicular to
the Axis of Rotation, which is the Rotor Shaft.

Fig 2
7. The airflow round an aerofoil gives rise to a pressure distribution. The pressure
differences produce a force distribution which can be represented by a Total
Reaction and a Pitching Moment, both acting at the Aerodynamic Centre of the
aerofoil. (This is equivalent to the Total Reaction acting through a Centre of Pressure
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Lift Production

which can move).

Fig 3
8. The Total Reaction is resolved into a force at right angles to the Relative Airflow
(RAF) called Lift  (L) and a force along the RAF called Drag (D). The angle which
the Chord Line makes to the RAF is the Angle of Attack (a).

Fig 4
9. The magnitude of the Lift is given by:

L = Cl ½ r V² S
D = Cd ½ r V² S

where:
Cl is the Coefficient of Drag
Cd is the Coefficient of Drag
r is the Air Density
V is the Velocity of the RAF
S is the plan area of the aerofoil

10. Cl and Cd vary with:

a.Chord line length
b.Thickness ratio

Fig 5
c.Camber
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Basic Rotor Aerodynamics Lift Production

Fig 6
d.Shape

Fig 7

11. In addition Cl and Cd are dependent on Angle of Attack.

a.Cl increases with a until the airflow begins to separate from the aerofoil. The
aerofoil has Stalled and Cl decreases rapidly:

Fig 8
b.Cd increases with a:

Fig 9
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Blade Design

c.The ratio of Lift to Drag, L/D, is a measure of the efficiency of the aerofoil.
There is a maximum in L/D at a Small a, which is when the Total Reaction
Vector is nearest to right angles to the RAF.

Fig 1
d.The Stall also produces a rapid change in the Pitching Moment.

Blade Design
12. The design requirements for a Rotor Blade are severe:

a.The combined area of the blades is small compared to the wings of a similar
weight aeroplane. A high maximum Cl is needed.

b.The power to weight ratio of a helicopter is very important and good L/D
characteristics are needed.

c.The pitch angle of a blade is held by a control arm and a large pitching
moment would cause excessive stress in this component. A symmetrical
aerofoil has a very small pitching moment and is also suitable for high Blade
Tip speeds, which may approach the speed of sound.

d.Torsional stiffness is required so that the pitch angle is not changed by the
airflow twisting the blade.

13. A typical blade has an extruded alloy D spar leading edge with a fabricated
trailing edge. It is symmetric with a thickness ratio of about 1:7 and is rectangular in
plan. Fibreglass is widely used and has a similar construction. The latest designs,
making use of new alloys, have some camber.

Fig 11
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Basic Rotor Aerodynamics The Rotor as a Propeller

The Rotor as a Propeller
14. An aircraft propeller produces horizontal thrust by increasing the velocity of the
mass of air passing through it. The thrust is given by:

Thrust = Mass of air/ Unit time × Increase in Velocity = r.V.A x dV

Fig 12
15. Similarly, a Rotor produces Vertical thrust by accelerating air downwards. In the
Hover there is little or no movement of the rotor and the Induced Airflow  is a
consequence of increasing the velocity of still air from above the rotor. The change in
velocity of the air caused by the rotor in producing thrust is the Induced Velocity
(V i).

Thrust =  r.Vi.A x Vi

Fig 13

Airflow around a Blade Element
16. In order to understand the complex airflow through a Rotor, a small section of
one Rotor Blade, a Blade Element, is analysed.

Fig 14
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Forces on a Blade Element

17. The Plane of Rotation, Axis of Rotation, Chord Line and Pitch Angle (q) have
been described in paragraph 6. There is a Rotational Airflow , with Velocity (Vr),
due to the movement of the Blade Element in the Plane of Rotation. In producing
thrust there is an Induced Airflow, with Velocity (Vi). The resultant of the two
vectors is the Relative Airflow  (RAF), with Velocity (Vrel). The angle between RAF
and the Chord Line is the Angle of Attack (a).

Fig 15

Forces on a Blade Element
18. Lift is produced perpendicular to Vrel and Drag along Vrel. The resultant is the
Total Reaction.
19. For a helicopter the useful force is Rotor Thrust , which is the component of
Total Reaction resolved parallel to the Axis of Rotation. Rotor Drag is the
component of Total Reaction parallel to the Plane of Rotation.

Forces on the Rotor.
20. The Rotor Thrusts from each Blade Element are summed, and can be represented
by one force, Blade Rotor Thrust (BRT). The BRT's of each Blade are added and
make the Total Rotor Thrust  (TRT), acting through the Rotor Head along the Axis
of Rotation.

Fig 16
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Basic Rotor Aerodynamics Forces on the Rotor.

21. The Rotor Drags from each Blade Element are summed, and the Blade Rotor
Drags can be represented by a Couple about the Shaft Axis. This is balanced, at
constant Rotor RPM (Nr), by the Torque in the Rotor Shaft. The power required to
turn the Rotor against Rotor Drag is given by:

Power = Torque × Nr

Fig 17
22. Vr for a Blade Element is proportional to its radius from the Axis of Rotation.
Lift, and hence Rotor Thrust, is proportional to V² and is much greater at the tip than
at the hub. This unequal distribution of thrust causes large bending stresses in the
blade and is aerodynamically inefficient.

Fig 18

Fig 19
23. The Rotor Thrust is reduced at the tip by Washout. That is, twisting the Blade so
that the Pitch Angle decreases from root to tip. Angle of Attack, and hence Rotor
Thrust, is decreased with the Pitch Angle and the thrust distribution is uniform.
Washout is 6° for the Gazelle.

Fig 20
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Forces on the Rotor.

24. A similar effect was achieved on early helicopters by tapering the blade.

Chapter 1 - 8



Chapter 2 The Rotor

1. For various stages of flight the required Total Rotor Thrust will change. Although
Nr, and hence Vi, can be changed, the reaction time is slow and range of values is
small. The other controllable variable is Pitch Angle.

Collective Pitch Change
2. The Pitch Angle of a blade is altered by turning it about a Sleeve and Spindle
bearing with a Pitch Control Arm . Each blade is given the same Pitch Angle by
connecting the lower ends of the Pitch Control Arms to a Rotating Swash Plate.
This is raised and lowered by a non-rotating swash plate connected to the Collective
Pitch Lever by rods, usually with hydraulic assistance.

Fig 1

Flapping
3. The bending effect of the Blade Rotor Thrust at the root causes a large stress (Fig
2a) which is eliminated by allowing the blade to Flap about a horizontal Flapping
Hinge (Fig 2b).

Fig 2

Blade Rigidity
4. The blade is maintained horizontal and kept rigid by the Centrifugal Reaction
(CR) acting on each Blade Element, balanced by the Blade Tension.

Fig 3

Chapter 2 - 1



 Helicopter Principles of Flight Coning

5. The total Centrifugal Reaction on a Gazelle Rotor Blade, mass 50 kg, is
approximately equal to 20,000 kg weight. The weight of the blade is negligible, and
Blade Rotor Thrust is small at minimum Pitch, so the blade flies horizontally.

Fig 4

Coning
6. As Collective Pitch is increased, BRT increases. The forces on the blade are not in
balance and it rises about the flapping hinge. Equilibrium is re-established when the
resultant of BRT and CR is balanced by the Blade Tension, which lies along the
length of the blade.

Fig 5
7. As they rotate the blades describe a cone, with its apex at the Rotor Head. The Tip
Path is not in the plane of rotation but defines a Tip Path Plane parallel to it. The
angle between the blade and the Tip Path Plane is the Coning Angle (q). The area
within the Tip Path is the Rotor Disc.

Fig 6

Changes of Coning Angle
8. Coning Angle varies with the forces on the Blade:

a.If  BRT is increased and Nr remains constant the blade cones up to lie along
the new resultant.
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The Rotor Forces on the Rotor Head

Fig 7
b.Similarly, if N is reduced CR decreases, and if BRT is kept constant the

blade cones up.

Fig 8

Forces on the Rotor Head
9. The blade exerts a single force on the rotor head equal to the blade tension. If Nr is
reduced, and BRT is constant, the coning angle increases but the blade tension
decreases. The vertical component of the tension, which contributes to TRT, is
smaller. At the same time the Rotor Disc is reduced in size.

Fig 9

Lower Limits to  Nr
10. Overpitching. The vertical component of tension becomes smaller as Nr

decreases, and more pitch, and hence BRT, is required to maintain the same TRT.
This increases coning and further reduces the Vertical component. Below a critical Nr

for any TRT the Coning Angle will continue to increase and the blades will cone up
without reaching equilibrium.
11. Nr may drop initially because the pilot mishandles a manual throttle, or because
the maximum engine power is reached with a constant speeding rotor. Any increase
in pitch to regain TRT increases Rotor Drag causing Nr to drop further and
aggravates the problem. Any early recovery from Overpitching can be made by
reducing TRT or raising Nr with more power, if available.

Chapter 2 - 3



 Helicopter Principles of Flight Upper Limits to Nr

12. Overtorquing . If Nr reduces, and the power required to maintain TRT
is the same, the Torque applied to the rotor shaft increases:

Power = Torque x Nr

13. The torque may exceed the design limitations of the transmission system.
Overtorquing can be avoided by monitoring the torque gauge fitted to most
helicopters. A Gazelle, with a high-power engine and constant speeding rotor, can be
overtorqued simply by increasing pitch in certain conditions.

Upper Limits to  Nr

14. Root Stress. The force exerted by the blade on the flapping hinge increases with
CR and Nr. The strength of the Rotor Head and Hinge limits the permitted Root
Stress.
15. Compressibility. Vr, which is a maximum at the Blade Tip, increases with Nr and
may approach the speed of sound. The blade will be affected by Compressibility and
shock waves. A small Rotor can have a higher Nr.

Nr Limitations
16. The helicopter designer chooses the best combination of parameters for a
particular helicopter and lays down Nr limitations which are published in the Aircrew
Manual.

Semi-Rigid Rotors
17. Modern materials can be made that have the strength to withstand high root
stresses and the flexing of the blade root in flapping. Semi-rigid Rotors are less
massive and easier to maintain than hinged rotors, but in flexing the blade acts as if it
were hinged and cones up with increasing BRT.
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Chapter 3 The Hover - Vertical Movement

Take-Off
1. On the ground, with minimum pitch set, TRT is small and the All Up Weight
(AUW) of the helicopter is supported by the undercarriage.

Fig 1
2. Pitch is increased until TRT = AUW and the helicopter is light on the ground.

Fig 2
3. If pitch is increased further TRT exceeds AUW: the helicopter leaves the ground
and accelerates vertically up.

Fig 3

Vertical Climb
4. As Rate of Climb (ROC) increases there is a relative airflow past the rotor with
velocity Vc. This adds to and increases the Induced Velocity (Vi). The Angle of
Attack (α) and TRT are reduced and the acceleration decreases until a steady rate of
climb is achieved with TRT = AUW. The ROC is such that α is reduced to its initial
value and hence:

Rate of Climb is proportional to the Pitch Change.

Chapter 3 - 1



 Helicopter Principles of Flight The Hover

Fig 4
5. In the climb, the Total Reaction vector is tilted back, because the Pitch Angle is
greater, and Rotor Drag is increased. More power is required to maintain Nr.

The Hover
6. To stop the climb, pitch is reduced to the initial angle; TRT is less than AUW and
the helicopter decelerates.

Fig 5
7. As the ROC decreases Vc reduces; therefore α increases until a steady hover is
achieved with TRT = AUW.

Fig 6

Vertical Descent
8. At low Rates of Descent (ROD), Vc is negative and opposes Vi,which is reduced.
The sequence is then the inverse of a vertical climb.
9. At higher rates of descent the airflow is more complex and is discussed under
'Vortex Ring' (Chapter 14).

Ground Effect
10. In a free air hover the Airflow through the Rotor begins at zero velocity some
distance above and accelerates through the Rotor and into the Downwash. Vi is the
velocity at the Rotor Disc.
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The Hover - Vertical Movement Factors Affecting Ground Effect

Fig 7
11. If the downwash meets the ground, its vertical Velocity is brought to zero and it
escapes horizontally. The effect is to reduce the velocity of the whole Airflow, and Vi

is reduced (Fig 8a).

Fig 8
12. As a helicopter approaches the ground, and Vi is reduced, α and TRT are kept
constant by reducing pitch (Fig 8b). Rotor Drag is reduced and the consequent
reduction in the Power Required to hover is Ground Effect.

Factors Affecting Ground Effect
13. Ground effect is affected by various factors.

a. Height. The reduction in Vi is greatest when the rotor is close to the Ground.
Ground Effect reduces with height and is negligible above one Rotor Span
from the ground (Fig 9a).

Fig 9
b.Slope. Sloping ground does not reduce the Vertical Velocity to zero and

Ground Effect is reduced. (Fig 9b)
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Recirculation

c.Wind . Ground Effect is not much changed by wind. However the reduction
in power Inside Ground Effect (IGE) depends on the size of the Induced
Velocity. As wind speed increases Vi is reduced by another effect (see
'Translational Lift') and there is an apparent reduction of Ground Effect.

Recirculation
14. The rotor blades form Tip Vortices in the same way as wings. These have only a
small effect on TRT in free air (Fig 10a), but any obstruction which diverts the
downwash increases the size of the Vortices into a Recirculation airflow, which
reduces Rotor Thrust at the tips (Fig 10b).

The forming and dissipation of vortices is very complex and affects rotor performance
in complex ways that are not dealt with here.

Fig 10
15. Over flat ground the Recirculation Effect is masked by Ground Effect. If the
ground is rough, or covered by long grass or vegetation, Recirculation may be large
enough to cancel the benefits of Ground Effect, and then more power is required than
in a hover Outside Ground Effect (OGE) (Fig 11a).

Fig 11
16. Hovering close to a building or cliff may cause severe Recirculation (Fig 11b)

Chapter 3 - 4



Chapter 4 The Hover - Horizontal Movement

1. To move horizontally the Rotor Disc is tilted so that the TRT vector has a
component in the direction required. It is not feasible to tilt the whole Rotor and Shaft
so the Tip Path is changed by making the blades flap up and down around the Disc.

Cyclic Pitch Change 
2. In Chapter 2 it was shown that to increase TRT the Pitch on each blade is increased
by raising the swash plates and Pitch Control Arms. If the swash plates are also tilted,
the Pitch on each blade will increase and decrease once per revolution and there is a
Cyclic Pitch Change. The tilting of the swash plates is controlled by the Cyclic
Stick.

Fig 1

Flapping to Equality
3. The steady state response of a blade to changes in BRT, ie Coning, was shown in
Chapter 2. The dynamic response is Flapping.
4. When Pitch on a blade θ is increased from the steady state (Fig 2a) BRT increases
and the blade begins to accelerate up about the flapping hinge (Fig 2b).

Fig 2a

Fig 2b
5. In flapping, there is a relative airflow down past the blade with velocity Vf (Fig 3).
This adds to and increases Induced Velocity so that the Angle of Attack (α) and BRT
are reduced and the acceleration decreases until a steady rate of flapping is achieved.
Then BRT is at its original value (Fig 3): the blade is Flapping to Equality of BRT.
This is a similar situation to the helicopter coming to a steady rate of climb following
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Phase Lag

an initial acceleration (Chapter 3).

Fig 3
6. The mass of the blade is very small compared to the forces on it and the response is
very rapid so that it can be considered to be instantaneous. Hence:

The Rate of Flapping is proportional to the Pitch Change
The Maximum Rate of Flapping is at the Maximum Pitch Change.

7. As the coning angle increases, the motion of the blade is damped by the increasing
effect of Centrifugal Reaction, and in the steady state BRT has an increased value
(Fig 4). But when Pitch is charged continuously this equilibrium is never reached and
the blade is always Flapping to quality of BRT.

Fig 4
The term 'flapping to equality' is much abused and misunderstood. 

Phase Lag
8. Consider a Cyclic Pitch Change on a single blade. After the position of maximum
Pitch (A), and maximum Rate of Flapping up, the RATE of flapping decreases and is
zero when the pitch change is zero (B), 90° later. Here the blade has reached a
maximum flapping angle, and begins to flap down as the pitch change becomes
negative. Similarly, the minimum flapping angle (D) is 90° after the position of
minimum pitch (C).

Fig 5
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The Hover - Horizontal Movement Rotor Disc Attitude

9. Phase Lag is the angular difference between the position of maximum rate of
flapping and the position of maximum flapping angle. It is about 90° for all hinged
rotors. The relation is shown graphically in Fig 6.

Fig 6
This is true, but the term 'phase lag' is usually used for the angle between where cyclic
control input is applied and its effect. This is a complex design feature and involves the
nature of the hinges and possibly semi-rigid construction. Pure aerodynamic forces do
have a phase lag of about 900.

Rotor Disc Attitude
10. During the cycle each blade is Flapping to Equality of BRT and there is no
change in TRT. But the Tip Path Plane is no longer parallel to the Plane of Rotation
and the Rotor Disc and TRT vector are tilted (of Para 1).

Fig 7
Total Rotor Thrust is now defined as the resultant of the Rotor Thrusts perpendicular
to the Tip Path Plane.
11. Note that Phase Lag has the effect of tilting the Rotor Disc in a different direction
to the tilt of the swash plates.

Advance Angle
12. A Pitch Control Arm cannot be positioned directly below the blade, and to give
leverage must be some distance from it. Because of Phase Lag the Arm is put ahead
of the blade by an amount called the Advance Angle. It is 60° for the Gazelle but
varies depending on the design of the Rotor Head.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Conservation of Angular Momentum

Fig 8
13. Control Rigging of 30° is necessary to tilt the Swash Plates so that the Rotor
Disc tilts forward when the Cyclic Stick is moved forward.

The rigging of rotor controls is a complex matter and defines phase lag, as noted above.

Conservation of Angular Momentum
14. The Angular Momentum (AM) of a blade element is the product of the mass of
the element and its Rotational velocity:

AM = m x ω x R
Where: m = Mass

ω = Angular Velocity
R = Radius

It is conserved unless changed by an accelerating torque.
15. Because the Blades are coned and the Rotor Disc is tilted, the radius of the mass
of a blade is greater at the lower side than the higher. (Fig 9)

Fig 9
16. As the blade flaps down R increases and the blade tends to slow down so that AM
is constant. A bending stress develops at the blade root and, similarly, stress develops
as the blade flaps up.
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The Hover - Horizontal Movement Periodic Drag Changes

Fig 10

Periodic Drag Changes
17. As the pitch changes cyclically there is a corresponding cyclic change of Rotor
Drag. Similarly, in forward flight the advancing and retreating blades have different
relative airflows and different Rotor Drags. These drag changes cause stress, in the
Plane of Rotation, at the Blade Roots.

Fig 11

Dragging
18. The stress in the roots caused by conservation of Angular Momentum and
Periodic Drag Changes is eliminated by allowing the blade to Drag about a vertical
Dragging Hinge.

Fig 12
19. Unlike Flapping, which is damped by CR, Dragging is undamped and could
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight The Articulated Rotor

develop large amplitudes and unbalance the rotor. The rate of dragging is controlled
by a Drag Damper which may be either hydraulic or friction type.
20. To prevent the blade dragging without limit when starting and stopping the rotor,
Drag Stops are set to confine the range of movement. The "Metallastic' damper if the
Gazelle serves the functions of damping and stops.The Articulated Rotor

The Articulated Rotor
21. A Rotor which has both Dragging and Flapping hinges allows the blade freedom
of movement in response to aerodynamic forces in all directions and is Fully
Articulated .

Semi-rigid rotors drag and flap by flexing the thinner structure at the blade root. The
aerodynamic effects are broadly similar to an articulated rotor.

The 'Hooks Joint' Effect
22. When the blades are allowed to move about the dragging hinge in response to
conservation of Angular Momentum (paragraph 16), there is Phase Lag between the
change in radius and the drag position so that the maximum forward position in the
Plane of Rotation is 90° after the minimum radius position (Fig 13a).

Fig 13
23. The effect is that the blades are repositioned equidistantly around the tilted Rotor
Disc (Fig 13b).
24. However, the Centre of Gravity of the blades is not over the Rotor Shaft and this
eccentricity is undesirable. It is reduced by the action of the drag dampers.

A Hooks joint is a way to join two rotating shafts at an angle. This effect and  failure of
damping is a major cause of ground resonance.
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Chapter 5 The Hover - Turning

Torque Reaction
1. Torque is applied to the Rotor Shaft to turn the Rotor against Rotor Drag (RD).
There is an equal and opposite Torque Reaction (TR) on the helicopter by the Rotor
Shaft. The helicopter will turn if TR is not balanced.

Fig 1

Rotor Configuration
2. Two Main Rotors rotating in opposite directions have opposite TR's and balance
each other.

Fig 2
3. A Tip Driven Rotor requires no torque at the shaft and there is no TR.

Fig 3
4. The tips may be driven by

a.Compressed Air jets.
b.Ram or Pulse jets.
c.Compressed Air/Fuel Burning jets.
d.Engine driven propellers.
e.Turbojets at their tips.

The Chinook would need a mention today
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight The Tail Rotor

5. A Torque Compensating Force at the end of a Tail  is the most common method
of balancing TR.

Fig 4

The Tail Rotor
6. The Tail Rotor  is a small version of a Main Rotor  mounted vertically at the end
of a Tail Cone and clear of the Main Rotor. It has flapping hinges, feathering
bearings and pitch control arms, operated collectively by a Spider. There are no
dragging hinges or cyclic pitch control.

Fig 5
7. It is driven from the Main Gearbox by a Tail Rotor Drive Shaft and geared to the
main rotor to rotate at a much higher speed. The pitch control is by cables from the
Yaw Pedals.

The Fenestron
8. The Fenestron is a high speed, variable pitch, Ducted Fan mounted in a
Cambered Fin. It has many features in common with a propeller but it has control
characteristics similar to a Tail Rotor.

Fig 6
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The Hover - Turning Tail Rotor Functions

Tail Rotor Functions
9. Torque Reaction is balanced by the Moment of the Tail Rotor Thrust acting on
the Arm of the Tail Cone (Fig 7a).
10. The thrust required varies with the Torque on the Main rotor, which is
proportional to Rotor Drag. Thrust is increased by increasing the Tail Rotor Pitch.
11. Heading Control in the hover is achieved by increasing or decreasing the Tail
Rotor Thrust so that TR is not balanced, and the helicopter turns about the Rotor
Shaft.
12. Aerodynamic Balance in forward flight is adjusted by Tail Rotor Thrust in
similar fashion to the rudder control of an aeroplane.
13. In Power-off Flight (Autorotation) there is no Torque Reaction. The rotor is
turning and there is Friction Torque in the transmission which turns the helicopter in
the same direction as the rotor.
14. The turn is prevented by Negative Pitch on the Tail Rotor producing a thrust
opposite to that in powered flight.

Tail Rotor Drift
15. Although the moment of Tail Rotor Thrust balances TR there is a net lateral force
on the helicopter equal to the Thrust and it Drifts in that direction.

Fig 7
16. This force is balanced by tilting the Rotor Disc to produce a horizontal
component of TRT opposing it.

Fig 8
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Tail Rotor Roll

17. The Rotor Disc is tilted by:

a.Cyclic Control Movement by the Pilot.
b.Offsetting the line of the Rotor Shaft.
c.Rigging the Cyclic control so that the disc is tilted when the stick is central.

Tail Rotor Roll
18. The designer may choose any combination of these methods, but the pilot will use
cyclic control under varying conditions.
19. The Tail Rotor Thrust and the horizontal component of TRT opposing it form a
Couple in the vertical plane (Fig 8b) which causes the helicopter to Roll. Equilibrium
is established as the AUW and the vertical component of TRT form an equal and
opposite couple.

Fig 9
20. The amount of Roll depends on the size of the Tail Rotor Thrust and the vertical
separation between the Tail and Main rotors. A helicopter is usually designed so that
the Tail Rotor is in line with the Main Rotor at the cruise speed (Fig 10). At other
speeds, and in the hover, Tail Rotor Roll  is accepted.

Fig 10
This is true for a teetering-head helicopter, but not for articulated and semi-rigid
rotors. The different directions of the forces  from the high and low blades exert a
considerable couple on the rotor head , which is sufficient to produce the roll.
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Chapter 6 The transition to Forward Flight

Moving Forward
1. Forward flight is started by tilting the Rotor Disc so that TRT has a forward
component and the helicopter accelerates (cf Chapter 4).

Fig 2
2. If TRT is tilted more than a few degrees, as it is for a significant acceleration, its
vertical component is reduced and becomes less than AUW. To prevent the helicopter
descending TRT is increased with more collective pitch (Fig 1b). The power required
increases.

Fuselage Attitude during Acceleration
3. The mass of the aircraft is below the Rotor and acts pendulously when the forward
component of TRT accelerates it. The Attitude becomes nose down as long as the
acceleration continues.

This is true for a teetering-head helicopter, but not for articulated and semi-rigid
rotors. The different directions of the forces  from the high and low blades exert a
considerable couple on the rotor head , which is sufficient to alter the attitude of the
fuselage almost instantaneously. The relative size of the couple depends on the distance
the hinges are offset from the rotor shaft and this affects the Control Response. Semi-
rigid rotors have a large Effective Offset and high control response. Control response
also affects how a helicopter reacts to roll inputs.

4. As the attitude changes, the Rotor Disc tilts further forward initially without further
control movement (Fig 2).

Fig 2
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Flapback

Flapback
5. As forward speed increases there is an airflow past the Rotor from ahead. The
velocity of this airflow (Vs) adds to the rotational velocity (Vr) across the Advancing
Blade and subtracts from the velocity across the Retreating Blade.

Fig 3
6. The relative velocity across a blade varies cyclically and is maximum at C and
minimum at A.
7. The higher relative velocity, for a given pitch angle, increases Rotor Thrust and
hence BRT. The advancing blade responds by Flapping Up to Equality (cf Chapter 4
para 3). The maximum Rate of Flapping Up is at the Maximum Relative Velocity
(C).
8. As with a Cyclic Pitch Change, there is Phase Lag of 90° between the maximum
relative velocity (C) and the maximum flapping angle (D). Similarly, the minimum
flapping angle (B) is 90° after the position of minimum relative velocity (A).

Fig 4
The lag here is a true 900 in response to the aerodynamic effect, but the term Phase Lag
is usually used for the effects of cyclic control inputs, rarely 900, which is confusing.

9. TRT has not changed, but the Rotor Disc has risen at the front and lowered at the
rear without any control movement. Flapback is the tilting back of the Rotor Disc
when the Rotor is in a horizontal airflow.
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The transition to Forward Flight Inflow Roll

Fig 5
The amount of Flap back increases with increased airspeed.
10. The Rotor Disc attitude is maintained as airspeed increases by progressive
forward movement of the Cyclic Pitch Control (Fig 6b)

Fig 6

Inflow Roll
11. A hovering helicopter has a column of air moving down through the Rotor (Fig
7a). As a horizontal airflow moves past the Rotor, whether from a wind or forward
speed, the column of air is distorted and moves rearwards.
12. Then the blades at the front of the Rotor Disc are moving in air that has a much
smaller induced velocity (Vi) than the rest of the Rotor (Fig 7b).

Fig 7
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Inflow Roll

13. The smaller Induced Velocity (Vi),for a given pitch angle, increases Rotor Thrust
and hence BRT. The front blade responds by Flapping up to Equality of BRT and has
a maximum flapping angle (A) 90° after the position of min. induced velocity (D).
This is shown by the arrowed line below.

Fig 8
The actual airflow around a rotor in the hover is very complex with transient vortices.
This makes categorical statements about what happens as a helicopter moves forward
over these vortices somewhat dubious, but inflow roll is a real, but small, effect.

14. There is no cyclic variation of Induced velocity since the majority of the Rotor is
in a steady induced airflow. However the blade will flap down from A to C, where it
has a minimum flapping angle, and up again to A where it is at a higher angle than
before. The flapping motion stabilises after a few revolutions into a cyclic variation
with the maximum flapping angle at A and minimum at C.
15. The Rotor Disc has risen on the retreating side and lowered on the advancing side
without any control movement (Fig 9a). Inflow Roll  is the tilting of the Rotor Disc to
the advancing side when the Rotor is in a horizontal airflow.

Fig 9
16. The Rotor Disc attitude is maintained by Cyclic Pitch control to the retreating
side (Fib 9b), but is less than is required to correct Flapback.
17. This effect is significant at airspeeds up to about 20 kts. At higher airspeeds the
airflow through the Rotor Disc becomes uniform and the effect disappears when there
is no difference of Induced velocity across the disc (Fig 10b).
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The transition to Forward Flight Translational Lift

Fig 10

Translational Lift
18. In Fig 7b and Fig 10a it can be seen that the overall value of the induced velocity
through the disc is reduced in a horizontal airflow. Thus TRT would be increased for
a given pitch angle and so to maintain the same height TRT is kept constant by
reducing Collective Pitch. Rotor Drag is reduced and less power is required.
Translational Lift  is a reduction in power required to maintain level flight when the
Rotor is in a horizontal airflow. The reduction continues as airspeed increases. (See
Induced Power Chapter 7).

Ground Effect
19. If the helicopter is flying close to the ground, and the Induced velocity and
downwash are reduced by Translational Lift, the ground has a smaller effect on the
airflow. Thus there is a smaller reduction in power due to Ground Effect than if the
helicopter were in the hover. Ground Effect is reduced but is replaced by
Translational Lift. (See Chap 8 Fig 5)

The Transition
20. To summarise the Transition, the sequence of events as a helicopter moves into
forward flight is:

a.The pilot moves the cyclic control forward and the Disc and TRT tilt
forward.

b.The vertical component of TRT is reduced and the Pilot increases collective
pitch to maintain height. Power increases.

c.The helicopter accelerates and pitches nose down.
d.As airspeed increases the Disc flaps back. The disc attitude is maintained

with increased forward cyclic control. 
e.As airspeed increases, Inflow Roll tilts the Disc to the advancing side. The

disc attitude is maintained by cyclic control to the retreating side.
f. As airspeed increases the TRT increases with Translational Lift and the pilot

decreases collective pitch. Power decreases. 
g.During power changes the changing Torque Reaction is balanced by

movement of the yaw control pedals.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight The Transition
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Chapter 7 Power Required in Forward Flight

Balance of Forces
1. In the hover TRT is equal and opposite to AUW. As airspeed increases there is
Parasite Drag on the fuselage which is small at low speeds but increases as the
square of the airspeed (Vs

2). The Rotor Disc is tilted forward to give a horizontal
component of TRT to balance Parasite Drag. Then there is a couple between these
forces and the fuselage pitches nose down until there is an equal and opposite couple
between the vertical component of TRT and AUW (Fig 1).

Fig 1
2. In most helicopters there is a stabilising surface at the end of the tail boom and
when the fuselage pitches nose down it produces negative lift, opposing the pitch
down couple. Thus the attitude is held nearly level although the Disc is tilted forward
(Fig 2).

Fig 2
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Rotor Profile Power

Rotor Profile Power
3. Rotor Profile Power is the power required to drive the Rotor at Minimum Pitch.

Fig 3
4. When the Rotor has minimum pitch, and is not producing thrust, there is drag on
the blades as they move against the Rotational Airflow. As the airspeed of the
horizontal airflow past the Rotor increases the Profile Drag of the advancing blade is
increased and that of the retreating blade is decreased (Fig 3). The total Profile Drag,
and hence Power Required, increases only slowly but as the square of the airspeed.

Fig 4

Induced Power
5. In order to take-off the TRT is increased by increasing Collective Pitch and there is
an increase in Rotor Drag and Power required. The thrust is produced by an increase
in velocity of the airflow down through the Disc (see Chapter 1 Para 15). The thrust
is given by:

Thrust = Mass of Air/Unit Time x Induced Velocity
As airspeed increases the mass flow of air through the Rotor increases. Therefore for
constant thrust the induced velocity (Vi) decreases (Fig 5). If Vi, is reduced,
Collective Pitch can be reduced and the power required is less.
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Power Required in Forward Flight Parasite Power

Fig 5
6. Induced Power is the power required to drive the Rotor when pitch is increased to
produce thrust to balance AUW.
7. As airspeed increases from the hover the Induced Power decreases initially due to
Translational Lift. It then decreases inversely as the airspeed (1/Vs).

Fig 6

Parasite Power
8. When the Disc is tilted forward to balance Parasite Drag there is a component of
the horizontal airflow which is perpendicular to the plane of rotation. This adds to
and increases the Induced Velocity (Fig 7). To maintain the same TRT Collective
Pitch is increased and the Power Required is greater.

Fig 7
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Main Rotor Power

9. This effect is happening at the same time as the Induced Power is reducing.
Parasite Power is the Power Required to drive the Rotor when pitch is increased to
maintain thrust when the Disc is tilted to balance Parasite Drag.
10. Parasite Power increases as the cube of the airspeed (Vs

3).

Fig 8

Main Rotor Power
11. The three components of Power Required are added to find the Total Power
Required by the Main Rotor.

Fig 9

Tail Rotor
12. The Tail Rotor requires power to produce thrust. The thrust varies with the
Torque Reaction, which is proportional to the Power Required by the Main Rotor.
Thus the Tail Rotor Power varies in the same manner as the Main Rotor Power and
is included within it.
13. However the Tail Rotor does have translational lift as airspeed increases and it
becomes more efficient. A Fenestron, with its Cambered Fin, also becomes more
efficient at high airspeed. This effect does not change the shape of the Power
Required graph substantially.

Accessory Equipment
14. A constant level of power is used to drive the transmission and accessories such
as generators, hydraulic pumps and cooling fans. It is usually included as a factor in
the Rotor Profile Power.
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Power Required in Forward Flight Power Available

Power Available
15. The Power Available from a Gas Turbine Engine does not vary with airspeed at
the low speeds that a helicopter can fly at and it is constant.

Fig 10

Power Margin
16. The difference between the Power Available and Power Required is the Power
Margin . The greater the Power Margin the more power can be used for manoeuvres
or for climbing.

Significant Airspeeds
17. The greatest power margin is at 1, and this is the Best Rate of Climb Speed.
18. The Power Margin is zero at 2 and no power is available to accelerate the
helicopter. It is the Power Limited Maximum Speed in level flight (Vmax).
19. The Power Required is a minimum at 1 and also the Fuel Consumption (kg/hr) is
a minimum. For a given amount of fuel the aircraft can remain airborne for the
longest time. It is the Endurance Speed and for any single rotor helicopter this will
be about 60-70 kts.
20. At 3, where a tangent is drawn to the curve from the origin, the ratio of Power
Required to Airspeed is a minimum. Fuel Consumption is approximately proportional
to Power and 3 is also approximately the minimum ratio of Fuel Consumption (kg/hr)
to Airspeed (nm/hr): ie Specific Range (nm/kg) is a maximum. For a given amount
of fuel the aircraft can travel the greatest distance, and it is the approximate Range
Speed. The curve is very close to the tangent over a large band of speeds which
means that the Specific Range does not vary greatly with increased Airspeed above
the Range Speed, and Vmax may often give a very good Range. A fuller discussion of
Range is in Chapter 8.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Limited Power

Limited Power
21. It is possible, in conditions of high altitude or high AUW and with loss of power
or loss of one of two engines, to be operating with less Power Available than that
required to hover.

Fig 11
22. A vertical take-off is not possible unless Ground Effect is used. There is a
maximum hover height ICE and a minimum forward speed OGE at 1. Techniques to
transition through this speed band, such as "Cushion Creep", can be used or the
helicopter can make a take-off run on the ground until it is above the minimum
forward speed.
23. For a landing the helicopter can be run on or the energy which is lost in descent
can be used to reduce speed below the minimum or to stop in a zero speed/zero
height landing.
24. When airborne, a helicopter with Limited Power has a Best Climbing Angle, to
clear obstructions, when the ratio of Rate of Climb to Airspeed is greatest. This is at
2, where a tangent is drawn to the curve from the Hover Power. ROC is proportional
to the Power Margin.

Fig 12
25. Helicopters are not operated with limited power except in emergency.
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Chapter 8 Performance

1. In Chapter 7 the graphs of Power Required and Power Available against IAS were
derived and several significant points on them were identified. The way in which the
two graphs relate and alter under different conditions determines the Performance
that can be expected of the helicopter. The pilot must know the factors which alter the
graphs (discussed in this Chapter) and must also be able to calculate the Performance
before and during flight (see Chapter 9). The main factors are All Up Weight and Air
Density.
2. The Performance Characteristics of a helicopter can be divided into 2 groups,
which will be discussed separately.

a.Those associated with the Power Margin:

• Maximum AUW for take-off
• Rate of Climb
• Maximum Level Flight Speed

b.Those associated with Fuel consumption.

• Endurance
• Range

All Up Weight
3. The All Up Weight (AUW) is the gross weight of a helicopter ready to take off. It
is supported in flight by the vertical component of TRT. If AUW is increased, TRT is
increased by using more Collective pitch and the Induced Power is increased. The
other components are unaffected and the Total Power Required is increased, mainly
at low speeds.

Fig 1
4. The Power Margin in the hover is reduced by increasing AUW and there will be a
Maximum AUW for take-off limited by the Power Available.
5. The Maximum Speed is reduced by increasing AUW.
6. The Power Margin is also reduced at the Best Rate of Climb speed and ROC is
reduced by increasing AUW.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Air Density

Air Density
7. The Air Density affects the aerodynamic forces on the Rotor and the burning of
fuel in the Engine so that both Power Required and Power Available are changed.

Density Altitude
8. The Density of the atmosphere decreases with height as the air pressure drops. As
it is inconvenient to express Air Density in scientific units (kg/m³) for aircraft
operation changes in Density are equated with changes in Height in the International
Standard Atmosphere (ISA). 9. The Pressure Altitude (PA) of a parcel of air is
defined as the Height in the ISA which is at the same pressure. It can be read from an
Altimeter set to 1013.2 mb.
10. Although Temperature decreases with Height in the atmosphere, at any given
PA the Density decreases as Temperature increases. The Density Altitude (DA) of a
parcel of air is defined as the Height in the ISA which has the same Density. It can be
calculated from the PA by a Temperature correction.
11. A graph to find DA from PA and Temperature is usually reproduced in Manuals
where it is needed. (Fig 2).

Fig 2
This graph is included in miniature here for completeness and without the example of
using it in the original.

12. In normal conditions the Temperature Correction to calculate DA is to ADD 120
ft to PA for each °C that the Ambient Temperature is ABOVE that of the ISA at that
Height.
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Performance Density Altitude and Engine Power Available

Density Altitude and Engine Power Available
13. As DA increases, Air Density is less and for a Constant Speed Compressor in a
Fixed Spool Engine (eg Astazou) the mass of air entering the combustion chamber
decreases. For a given throttle opening the combustion temperature increases as there
is less air to cool the flame. The throttle can be opened to give more Power until the
temperature reaches a limit set by the thermal strength of the Power turbine. (The
gauge temperature is of the exhaust gas, T4). As DA increases this limit is reached at
smaller throttle openings and the Power Available is less.
14. In a Free Power Turbine Engine (eg Gnome) the Compressor speeds up, as DA
increases, to maintain the same mass of air to the combustion chamber. The throttle
can be opened to give more Power, and the Compressor speed (Ng) increases to
increase the mass of air, until a limit is set by the forces on the compressor blades. As
DA increases this limit is reached at smaller throttle openings and the Power
Available is less.

The argument here is incorrect. Engine performance does depend on temperature and
on density, but not as combined in density altitude.

15. Thus the Power Available reduces with increasing DA. However, at low DA
when the Power Available from the engine is greatest there may be a limit set by the
maximum Transmission Torque permitted.

This conclusion is, however, more or less sustainable.

Density Altitude and Rotor Power Required
16. As DA increases the Profile Drag on the blades decreases and Rotor Profile
Power decreases.
17, As DA increases Rotor Thrust is reduced for the same pitch setting. To maintain
TRT collective pitch is increased and Induced Power increases.
18. As DA increases Parasite Drag is constant at constant IAS, but TAS increases and
Parasite Power increases a little.
19. Thus the Power Required is decreasing with one component and increasing with
the other two. There is a DA where Power Required is a minimum, but the changes
are not great at low altitudes.

Fig 3
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Combined Effect of Density Altitude

20. At high DA the collective pitch may be limited by reaching a maximum pitch
stop. In this case TRT will be reduced with increasing DA and the effect will be
similar to a reduction in Power Available.

Combined Effect of Density Altitude
21. Overall, the decrease in Power Available from the Engine as DA increases is
more than any beneficial effect on Power Required. The Power Margin in the hover is
reduced, or alternatively, the max AUW for take-off is lowered (see para 4).
22. The maximum Speed and Best Rate of Climb are reduced by increasing DA.

Fig 4

Ground Effect and Wind Speed
23. In a still air hover, OGE, the Max AUW for take-off is limited by Power
Available. However, when hovering IGE, or in Translational Lift due to a wind, the
Power Required is reduced; alternatively the Max AUW for take-off is increased. The
increase in Max AUW can be substantial.

Fig 5
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Performance Engine Efficiency 

Engine Efficiency 
24. The Efficiency of an engine is the ratio of the Power it produces to the fuel it
burns.

Efficiency = Power / Fuel Consumption
It can also be expressed as the Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), which is the
inverse of Efficiency.

SFC = Fuel Consumption (kg/hr) / Power (kW)
As Efficiency increases, SFC decreases.

Density Altitude and Efficiency
25. A Fixed Spool Engine with a constant speed compressor is designed to provide a
sufficient mass of air for combustion at very high DA. At lower DA the mass of air
compressed is greater than necessary for burning and a larger proportion of the Power
generated from the fuel is taken by the compressor. The Efficiency of the engine
reduces at lower DA, and SFC increases.
26. A Free Power Turbine Engine has a compressor which changes speed to provide
the correct mass of air for combustion. At lower DA it is running more slowly and
below its designed speed (which is its maximum speed), so that a larger proportion of
the Power generated from the fuel is taken by the Compressor. The Efficiency of the
Engine reduces at lower DA and SFC increases.

The argument here is incorrect, but the conclusion is more or less sustainable.

Endurance
27. Endurance is the Time for which an aircraft can remain airborne with a specified
amount of Fuel. The Endurance speed is at the minimum Fuel Consumption ie
Minimum Power Required. As DA increases the Power Required changes by only a
small amount (see para 19) but the SFC decreases.

Fuel Consumption = SFC x Power
Overall, the Fuel Consumption (kg/hr) reduces as DA increases, and Endurance
increases.(At very high DA the Power Required increases rapidly so this is only true
at the normal operating heights of helicopters)

Fig 6
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Engine Power and Efficiency

Engine Power and Efficiency
28. When the throttle is opened in a Fixed Spool Engine to produce more Power; the
proportion of air that is used in burning is greater and the engine is operating more
efficiently. SFC decreases as Power increases. 29. When the throttle is opened in a
Free Power Turbine Engine the Compressor runs faster and more efficiently. SFC
decreases as Power increases.

Range
30. Range is the Air Distance which an aircraft can fly with a specified amount of
Fuel. The Range Speed is at the maximum ratio of distance to fuel used: ie Specific
Range (SR) is a maximum

SR = Air Distance (nm)/Fuel (kg) = IAS (nm/hr)/Fuel Consumption (kg/hr)
This means that:

SR = IAS / SFC / Power = IAS / Power x 1 /SFC
31. In the explanation of Range Speed in Chapter 7, SFC was assumed to be constant
so that maximum SR was at the minimum ratio of Power to IAS, where there was a
tangent to the curve. However, SFC decreases with increased Engine Power and
hence the maximum SR, and Range Speed, will occur at a higher IAS than previously
shown and may be very close to Vmax.
32. As DA increases SFC decreases and Power Required first decreases then
increases: the Range Speed decreases. The result is that SR increases
then decreases and there is a Height for Best Range. This Height may be outside the
flight envelope at low AUW. (Fig 7)

Fig 7

All-Up-Weight
33. An increase in AUW increases the Power Required and hence the Fuel
Consumption. Both Endurance and Range are decreased by increased AUW.
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Performance Other Factors Affecting Performance

Other Factors Affecting Performance
34. The Wind Velocity may be different at various heights: some heights will be
more favourable for a required track.
35. Flight in IMC  or Airways will require a specific Altitude to be flown, restricting
the options to obtain best performance.
36. If Icing is encountered:

a.the AUW can increase from ice accretion on the airframe.
b.the shape of the Rotor Blade section can be changed by ice on the leading

edge, which reduces the performance of the Rotor.
c.The Engine intakes and Guide Vanes can be restricted by ice formation,

possibly at temperatures above 0°C. The engine performance is degraded.
d.Ice that forms on the front of the airframe can break off and enter the engine

causing damage.

37. Icing conditions are usually forbidden to helicopters, which restricts the options
for best performance.
38. Turbulence in cloud, or close to the surface, disturbs the airflow through the
Rotor and more Power is required.
39. Over the Sea Salt Spray dries into Salt Accretion on the blades of the Engine
Compressor, and can seriously degrade the performance of the Engine.
40. If External Stores or Weapons are carried the Parasite Drag is increased which
may increase Fuel Consumption and reduce Endurance and Range by 5-10%.
41. The Flight Profile  required by a particular Operation eg in ASW, the ratio of
hover time to transit time, or in Commando Ops the distance to a Landing Zone, may
be the overriding factor in determining the performance that is obtained from a
helicopter.

This chapter attempts to explain why operational data performance graphs are as they
are. It is a bit heavy-handed and by no means all correct. I was never happy with it.
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Chapter 9 The Operational Data Manual

1. The Performance variations discussed in Chapter 8 have been calculated for each
helicopter and they are published as TOPIC 16 of the aircraft AP 101C, called the
Operational Date Manual (ODM). Also included are Conversion Charts, Correction
Charts and Centre of Gravity Tables.
2. The information given will be related to the role of the helicopter and there will not
be the same graphs for all types. 

The Gazelle ODM
3. It is unlikely that a Gazelle operating in Britain will be limited in performance by
the factors discussed. However, most other Naval helicopters will be, and the Gazelle
graphs are used as illustration and for practice in the use of ODM's.
4. Study the instructions in the ODM before using each graph. Answers to the
examples are at the end of the Chapter.

This Chapter is included for completeness, but all the exercises are omitted. The graphs
are include at reduced size for illustration only.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Maximum AUW for Vertical Take-off (Fig 8 - 3 - 1)

Maximum AUW for Vertical Take-off (Fig 8 - 3 - 1)
5. This graph is calculated for a hover OGE and with 5% of the Power Available 'in
hand', ie with a 5% Thrust Margin. This is the margin generally used to allow for
turbulence, manoeuvres and errors. For other Thrust Margins there is usually a
correction graph (Fig. 8-3-2).
6. The Torque limitations given in Part 3, Chapter 1 of the Aircrew Manual are
chosen so that the engine T maximum is not exceeded. Thus the upper section of this
graph is calculated for the Power Available at Max T T4 The lower section is
calculated for the Power Available at the Max Pitch Stop on the collective.
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The Operational Data Manual Best Rate of Climb in SA (Fig 8 - 4 -1)

Best Rate of Climb in SA (Fig 8 - 4 -1)
7. This graph is calculated for a Climb at the Best Climbing Speed, 65 kts, using all
the Power Available. Then ROC is proportional to Power Margin.
8. The Power Required for level flight decreases initially with increasing DA, but the
Power Available is limited by 100% Torque and is constant. The lower section of the
graph is calculated for this increasing Power Margin.
9. At about 2000 ft the Power Available becomes limited by max T4 and ROC
decreases. The upper section is calculated for this decreasing Power Margin. Note
that the ROC is reduced by increasing AUW.
10. The graph for ISA -20°C (Fig 8 - 4 - 2) is used when the atmosphere is 20°C
colder than ISA at EACH HEIGHT. Fig 8 - 4 - 3 is used similarly for 20°C hotter
than ISA, Interpolation may be necessary in other conditions.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Maximum Level Flight Speed (Vmax) at Maximum Power (Fig 
8 - 5 - 1)

Maximum Level Flight Speed (Vmax) at Maximum Power (Fig 8 - 5 - 1)
11. The Maximum Level Flight Speed (Vmax) corresponds to zero Power Margin.
The Power Available in normal conditions is limited by the max Pitch Stop on the
collective and at very low DA by 100% Torque.
12. A Density Altitude Reference graph is provided and reads directly acr the Vmax
graph.
13. Note that this is the achievable speed in level flight. Vl, the limit airspeed, is
greater at all heights.
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The Operational Data Manual Speed for Best Range (Fig 8 - 5 - 2)

Speed for Best Range (Fig 8 - 5 - 2)
13. As was shown in Chapter 7, the Range Speed is quite close to Vmax, although the
two depend on different factors.
14. At very high DA the mass of air entering the combustion chamber decreases
below that required for efficient burning and the Specific Fuel Comsumption of the
Engine rises. The upper right-hand sector of the reference graph is calculated for this
condition.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Specific Range in SA (Fig 8-5-4)

Specific Range in SA (Fig 8-5-4)
15. The Specific Range increases with height up to the Best Range Height and then
decreases, rapidly. The Best Range Height is outside the Flight Envelope for AUW
less than 1500 kg. (Cf Chapter 8 para 29).
16. Note that the introductory notes to this graph state that SR is decreased by only
1% by a 1° reduction in Pitch or by 8% by a 11° reduction (cf Chapter 7 Para 20).
17. The graphs for ISA -20°C, ISA +20°C and ISA +35°C are used in the same way
as those for Best ROC (See para 10).
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Chapter 10 Limits to High Speed Flight

1. There are several factors which the designer must take into account when trying to
increase the maximum possible speed of a helicopter, and whatever his solution there
will be problems left for the pilot.

Power Available
2. In level flight Vmax can be limited by Power Available, as shown in Chapter 8. A
higher speed is possible in descent.

Structural Strength
3. As speed increases both the forces on the Rotor and Transmission and the levels of
Vibration, increase. Apart from the limitation of the Strength of the airframe and
other components against these forces, the combination of Stress and Vibration
causes Fatigue.
4. Fatigue is a weakening of metal over a period of time, with possibly eventual
failure. There is a level of stress and vibration below which there will be no fatigue
but increases above this level cause the time to failure to decrease rapidly.
5. Because of their greater weight it is usually impractical to make components so
strong that they do not suffer fatigue. Therefore the level of vibration must be kept
below a limit chosen by the designer and components are replaced before their
fatigue life expires. This may set a limit to the maximum speed.

Compressibility
6. In developing the formulae for lift and drag on an aerofoil it is assumed that the air
is incompressible. However, at high relative airspeeds, approaching the speed of
sound, the character of the airflow is changed and account must be taken of
Compressibility.
7. In the hover, the tip of a Gazelle rotor blade is travelling at about 210 m/sec. In
forward flight at 150 kts the advancing blade tip has a relative velocity of 295 m/sec.
The velocity of sound at sea level is 340 m/sec, so compressibility is significant.
8. The main effects are:

a.to reduce the L/D ratio, requiring more power for the same Rotor Thrust.
b.to increase the pitching moment, which is normally very small. This requires

greater control forces and leads to vibration.
c.to produce shock waves which increase vibration and noise.

9. The effects can be reduced by using a high speed aerofoil section swept back at the
blade tips. Any such solutions have penalties at low speed.

Cyclic Control
10. As airspeed increases the Rotor Disc flaps back relative to the Cyclic control
position and the altitude of the Disc is maintained by moving the Cyclic Stick
forward. There is a speed at which the Cyclic is fully forward and no further
acceleration is possible.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Airflow Reversal

11. The amount of forward Cyclic control is reduced if the helicopter a loaded with
the centre of gravity aft and the fuselage is nose up. (cf. Chapter 1 para 17) Although
as forward speed increases the fuselage pitches nose down (Chapter para 1) and
increases Cyclic control, the amount of pitching down is limited by the horizontal
stabilizer at the tail.

Fig 1
12. Note that when forward Cyclic control is made to counter flapback the pitch angle
is decreased on the advancing blade and increased on the retreating blade (Chapter 6).

Airflow Reversal
13. Flapback is caused by the difference in relative velocities of the advancing and
retreating blades in forward flight. The velocity of the retreating blade is reduced and
there is an air speed when the root of the blade, which is the slowest part, has zero
relative velocity and no thrust is produced (Fig 2a). At higher airspeeds the airflow is
reversed over a progressively larger section of the blade (Fig 2b) and it is possible to
generate negative thrust.

Fig 2
14. The reduction of thrust on the retreating blade by Airflow Reversal causes an
additional increase in flapback which is countered by greater Cyclic control and
hence a larger increase in pitch on the retreating blade. Since Airflow Reversal is
assymetric between the two sides of the Rotor Disc, there is an increase in vibration.
For a Gazelle the effect starts at about 80 kts and may be significant at 120 kts.

Retreating Blade Stall
15. The large amount of forward Cyclic control required at high airspeed produces a
large Pitch Angle, and hence Angle of Attack, or the retreating blade. There will be
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Limits to High Speed Flight Conditions for Retreating Blade Stall

an airspeed at which the critical Angle of Attack is reached on part of the retreating
blade, which then stalls.
16. Because of the angle of the RAF, the Angle of Attack is greatest at the tip of the
blade, despite the decrease in Pitch due to Washout. Therefore the tip stalls first, at
the 3 o'clock position. (Fig 4)

Fig 3

Fig 4
17. Although the stall starts at the tip, it does not necessarily progress uniformly
inwards since the airflow is very complex. (Fig 5)

Fig 5

Conditions for Retreating Blade Stall
18. High IAS requiring large forward Cyclic control to counter flap back and airflow
reversal leads to high Angle of Attack on the retreating blade.
19. High AUW  or 'G' Manoeuvres require a larger TRT and hence Angle of Attack
on all blades.
20. High DA  requires a larger collective pitch for the same TRT and Angle of Attack
is increased on all blades.
21. Rapid Control Movements and Turbulence may cause momentary stall if the
rotor is already operating close to the stall margin.

Effects of Retreating Blade Stall
22. There is a loss of thrust on the retreating blade which initially causes increased
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Signs of Retreating Blade Stall

flap back. If a forward Cyclic control movement is made to correct this there is an
increase in pitch on the blade and the stall deepens.
23. Thus the flapback cannot be corrected and thrust cannot be restored on the
retreating blade. The nose Pitches Up and the helicopter Rolls to the Retreating
Side.
24. As each blade comes into the area of stall its thrust decreases rapidly and then
recovers. This leads to heavy Vibration .
25. As the blade stalls, the Pitching Moment increases rapidly which requires an
increase in the force on the Pitch Control Arms to maintain the blade Pitch. This is
initially felt as vibration, then as the stall deepens as a vibration of the controls, or
feedback. If the increase in force is greater than the hydraulic servo jacks can supply
they will lock and become a solid rod and all the control forces will be felt at the
pilots controls. This is Jackstall (see para 30 for Gazelle Jackstall).

Signs of Retreating Blade Stall
26. Incipient stall is recognised by Rotor vibration and control feedback at high IAS.
27. The full stall develops with a pitch up and rapid roll to the retreating side. The
control forces increase and may lead to Jackstall and very heavy controls.

Recovery from Retreating Blade Stall
28. Recovery action should be made at the incipient stage since the full stall develops
rapidly and may lead to total loss of control or to overstressing the aircraft.
29. The following actions are necessary for recovery:

a.reduce Collective pitch immediately
b.reduce the 'G'- loading by reducing the severity of the manoeuvre.
c.reduce IAS, but not rapidly since this would increase the 'G'- loading.

Jackstall in the Gazelle
30. Jackstall is a consequence of the increasing control forces arising from incipient
Retreating Blade Stall. However, in the Gazelle the maximum force that the jacks can
exert is proportionately lower than many other helicopters, so that Jackstall occurs
relatively easily and before the full Stall develops.
31. Because the Gazelle is designed for high speed it is more likely for the stall speed
to be reached before airspeed is limited by another factor. The consequences of full
stall are severe, but Jackstall is much more easily controlled and its onset acts as a
warning and prevents the full stall developing.
32. The conditions for Jackstall are the same as for Retreating Blade Stall but the rate
of control movement has more importance because a rapid movement requires a large
force.
33. Although there are 3 Jacks, only one will stall initially and the effect is to force
the Cyclic stick to the right and slightly aft; the collective may be forced down.
34. The Cyclic may usually be held against this force but the recovery actions should
be immediate and are the same as for Retreating Blade Stall.
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Chapter 11 Transition to the Hover and Landing

1. In forward flight the Rotor Disc is tilted forward to provide a component of TRT to
oppose Parasite Drag, and the Cyclic Control is forward to counter Flapback.
2. Speed is adjusted by making a small movement of the Cyclic and allowing the
helicopter to settle into equilibrium at the new speed. This is the usual way of
reducing speed on an approach to a landing.

The Flare
3. However, a faster reduction in speed is often required and then the Cyclic is moved
substantially aft so that the Disc tilts back beyond the horizontal and a Flare is made.

Fig 1

Thrust Reversal 
4. With the Disc tilted back the TRT vector has a horizontal component in the same
direction as Parasite Drag and the deceleration is rapid. With the forces no longer in
balance there is a couple causing the fuselage to pitch nose up. In doing so the Disc is
tilted further aft and the Cyclic may have to be checked forward. As speed reduces,
however, Flapback decreases and the disc will tilt forward unless the Cyclic is moved
progressively aft.

Power Reduction
5. In the Flare the horizontal airflow past the Rotor has a component (Vh) which
opposes the Induced Airflow down through the Disc. (Fig 2)

Fig 2
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Landing

Thus the Induced Velocity is decreased; the Angle of Attack, and hence TRT is
increased and the helicopter would climb. (Fig 3b) To maintain level flight the
Collective Pitch is reduced, and hence Rotor Drag and Power Required are reduced.
(Fig 3c). In a rapid Flare at a steep attitude the Power Required can drop to zero. In
this case the engine governor cannot control Nr, which may rise. The airflow through
the Rotor is from below and the helicopter is in Autorotation (see Chapter 13).

Fig 3
6. As the airspeed of the helicopter decreases the effect of the horizontal airflow
decreases. Then, to maintain height, either the Collective Pitch must be increased
with an increase in Power, or the angle of the Flare increased. (Fig 4)

Fig 4
7. This progressive pitch up in the Flare can be continued until the air speed is low
and Translational Lift is lost. Then, to prevent a Rate of Descent developing (see
Vortex Ring Chapter 14) the helicopter is levelled and Collective Pitch is increased,
with a corresponding increase in Power to that required in the hover.
8. During the Flare the torque on the Rotor varies widely and the Torque Reaction is
balanced by Yaw control on the Tail Rotor.

Landing
If Collective Pitch is reduced slightly in a hover ICE, the helicopter will descend but
settle at a height where Ground Effect has increased TRT to again equal AUW.
Therefore a progressive lowering of the lever is required to achieve a steady descent
until the aircraft is on the ground and the weight is supported on the undercarriage.
10. When the helicopter is close to the ground the tip vortices are large and unstable
which causes variation in the thrust around the Rotor Disc and makes control
difficult. For this reason the helicopter is normally landed firmly to decrease the
chance of drifting when touching down.
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Transition to the Hover and Landing Ground Resonance

Ground Resonance
11. In order to cushion the touch down forces the undercarriage is made to spring.
With skids this is by the bending of the supports but, more usually, with wheels it is
by the compression of air in an Oleo-pneumatic strut. In addition, the tyres have
springiness.
12. To reduce excessive oscillation the spring is damped by the 'oleo' section of the
strut, which is an hydraulic damper.
13. Thus the weight of the helicopter on the ground is supported on the equivalent of
two sets of springs and dampers.(Fig 5)

Fig 5
14. This system, if displaced sideways, will rebound into a decaying oscillation with
a Natural or Resonant Frequency that depends on the weight and the spring rate of
the undercarriage. The decay in Amplitude  of the oscillation depends on the
effectiveness of the dampers.
15. Mounted above the fuselage is the Rotor which, although designed so that it is
balanced about the Rotor Shaft, always has a degree of imbalance. This forces the
shaft, and the fuselage, from side to side as it turns. The Frequency of the movement
will be a multiple of the Rotor Speed, referred to as 1R, 2R etc. 1R is the most
significant.
16. If the Resonant Frequency of the undercarriage is close to the Rotor Frequency,
the Amplitude of the oscillation may increase rapidly causing damage or destruction
of the helicopter within a few seconds. This is Ground Resonance.
17. In a well designed and maintained helicopter these two frequencies only rarely
coincide and effective oleos keep the amplitude of any oscillation to an acceptable
level. In this case the motion is called Padding.
18. Recovery from Ground Resonance

a.If at all possible TAKE OFF, thus removing contact with the ground.
b.If you cannot take off, SHUT DOWN the Rotor as fast as possible, thus

removing the Rotor forces and changing the Rotor Frequency.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Ground Resonance

19. Causes of Rotor Imbalance

a.Blades of unequal Mass and Balance - Blades are often supplied in matched
sets and a replacement blade may not be the same as the others. Blades may
be supplied that have been reworked and had metal removed unequally. Ice
accretion and damage also affect the mass of a blade.

Fig 6
b.Blades of unequal Aerofoil Section - If one blade has a more efficient section

than the others it will fly at a higher coning angle; its mass will be closer to
the Rotor Shaft and the Rotor will be unbalanced. To avoid this the blades
are Tracked to detect any that are flying high or low and their pitch settings
are adjusted at the pitch control arms so that all blades fly in one plane.

Fig 7
c.Blades with unequal Drag - A blade with consistently more drag than the

others will be further retarded in the plane of rotation so that the centre of
mass of the rotor will be moved away from the Rotor Shaft.

Fig 8
d.Faulty Drag Dampers - A drag damper that has a different rate from the

others will allow its blade to move further forward and back in the plane of
rotation and unbalance the Rotor as in Fig 8.
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Transition to the Hover and Landing Blade Sailing

20. The designer of a helicopter ensures that the Resonant Frequency of the
undercarriage will not coincide with the Rotor Frequency in normal conditions and
Ground Resonance should not happen.
21. Factors affecting Resonant Frequency

a.Incorrect Oleo and Tyre Pressures - If the air pressure in an Oleo strut or tyre
varies its springiness varies.

b.Unusually light helicopter - A light AUW may occur exceptionally and it is
simulated whenever the helicopter is light on the undercarriage and during
take-off and landing, which should therefore be carried out decisively.

c.Interference with the Undercarriage - Deck lashing that are too tight, or a
man standing on a wheel, may change the springiness of the undercarriage.

d.Starting and Stopping the Rotor - Although the Resonant Frequency is
unchanged, the Rotor Frequency is reduced and may often lead to Padding.
For this reason the Rotor Speed is changed smoothly and continuously
during engaging and disengaging the Rotor.

e.Damaged Oleo or Incorrect Fluid - The damping effect of the Oleo is vital in
reducing the amplitude of any Resonance to an acceptable level. Damage, or
an incorrect fluid for the operating temperature, can change the damping.

f. Interaction with a moving Ship's Deck or Running Take Off over Uneven
Ground - In these cases there is an oscillation from below the undercarriage
in addition to the Rotor Frequency. This may be sufficient to induce Ground
Resonance.

g.Sloping Ground Landings -  When the undercarriage is in contact with
Sloping Ground the forces on it are not vertical. This can change the
springiness and damping. With skid undercarriage only part rests on the
ground, which can alter resonant Frequency considerably.

22. Precautions to avoid Ground Resonance

a.Good Maintenance is essential to prevent any factor becoming dangerous.
b.Careful handling during take-off and landing will reduce the time when light

on the undercarriage and prevent setting up oscillation over rough ground or
by mishandling the cyclic.

Blade Sailing
23. During starting and stopping the Rotor, at low Nr, the Centrifugal Reaction on the
blades is small and in gusty and high wind conditions the BRT can be temporarily
high. This causes the blades to flap up and down excessively and the Rotor Disc to
tilt a long way from the horizontal.
24. In these conditions it is possible for a blade to flap down and strike the tail cone.
The disc altitude cannot be controlled with cyclic, use of which may aggravate the
problem, but a small forward trim usually assists in preventing a tail strike
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Blade Sailing

25. Prevention of Blade Sailing

a.To control excessive flapping up, there are often Flapping Restrictors on
the blade which operate at low Nr but are inoperative in flight.

b.In high winds local Shelter may be found in the lee of a hangar, but it may
also be more turbulent there.

c.Safe Wind Limits for Engaging the Rotor are found by trials and are
published as Polar Diagrams in the Limitations section of the Aircrew
Manual.

Fig 9

The use of maximum permitted Power during engaging and Rotor Brake during
stopping ensues that the rotor speed is in the dangerous range for the shortest time.
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Chapter 12 Autorotation in Vertical Flight

1. In Powered Flight the Drag on the Rotor is balanced by the Torque in the Rotor
Shaft and Nr is constant.

Engine Failure at Zero Airspeed
2. Consider a helicopter in the Hover at sufficient height so that the ground can be
ignored. If the Engine stops the Rotor Drag is not balanced and Nr begins to decay
rapidly. Initially TRT balances AUW (although it will decrease as Nr decays).

Fig 1
3. A pilot will first notice the decay of Nr and to slow this will reduce Collective
Pitch so that Rotor Drag is a minimum. When this is done TRT and Induced Velocity
are Zero and AUW is not balanced. helicopter ACCELERATES down.

Fig 2
4. As the Rate of Descent (ROD) increases there is a Descent Airflow UP past and
through the Rotor with velocity Vd (cf. Vertical Climb/ Descent Chapter 3).
5. The Relative Airflow (RAF) to the Blade now comes from below Disc and there is
an Angle of Attack (α), even with a minimum Pitch Angle. Thus Rotor Thrust is
restored and the acceleration downward is reduced. At the same time the Total
Reaction Vector is tilted forwards because its direction is determined by the direction
of the RAF and Pitch Angle, both of which are tilted forwards. (Fig 3)

Fig 3
6. When ROD is sufficient, the Total Reaction Vector is forward of the Axis of
Rotation. When this vector is resolved there is a force in the direction of rotation and
there is no Rotor Drag. Nr is maintained this Autorotative Force. (Fig 4)
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Autorotative Section

Fig 4
7. TRT increases until it balances AUW and then the helicopter is at a steady ROD
(Fig 4)

Autorotative Section
8. In paragraph 6 it was shown that a typical Blade Element has an Autorotative
Force. At the Root of a blade the Rotational Velocity (Vr) is smaller but Vd is the
same

Fig 5
9. In this case is greater and will be more than the Critical Angle. The inner Section
of the blade is stalled and there is little Rotor Thrust and a large Rotor Drag. (Fig 5)
10. At the Tip of a blade Vr is greater and Vd is the same.

Fig 6
11. In this case the Total Reaction vector is not tilted forward of the Axis of Rotation
because the RAF makes a shallower angle with the Plane of Rotation. The outer
section of the blade has Rotor Drag. (Fig 6)
12. Thus the Autorotative Section of a blade is between two sections with Rotor
Drag. The boundaries are at the Blade Element which has the Critical Angle of
Attack (a) and at the Blade Element which has the Total Reaction Vector along the
Axis of Rotation (b).
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Autorotation in Vertical Flight Autorotation

Fig 7
13. For the Nr to remain constant the MOMENTS of the Autorotative Forces about
the Rotor Shaft must balance the moments of the Rotor Drag and a the Torque
required to turn the Tail Rotor and Accessories.

Autorotation
14. The condition in which TRT = AUW at a steady ROD and Autorotation Drag
Moments at constant Nr is called Autorotation. It is stable stage of flight in which
normal control function is maintained

Effect of Change of Nr

15. If for any reason Nr is momentarily increased Vr increases on all parts of the
Blade and the effect is to reduce α and tilt the Total Reaction vector backwards.
16. Then the Blade Element which has the critical α (Fig 7a) is closer to the Root and
the Blade Element which has the Total Reaction vector along the axis (Fig 7b) is also
closer to the Root. Thus the Autorotative Section moves moves toward the Root and
its moment is reduced (Fig 8). As the moments are no longer in balance the Rotor
slows down and stabilises at its original Nr. At the same time TRT is increased and
there is a momentary reduction in ROD.

Fig 8

Effect of Change of Rate of Descent
17. If for any reason ROD increases momentarily Vd increases on all parts of the
Blade and the effect is the reverse of that in para 16. α is increased so that TRT
exceeds AUW and the ROD reduces and stabilises at its original valve. At the same
time the Autorotative Section moves toward the tip and Nr increases momentarily.
(Fig 9)
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Effect of Change of Pitch Angle

Fig 9
18. Nr and ROD vary together and the changes can be summarised thus:

For any condition of Autorotation there will be a stable combination of
the two values.

Effect of Change of Pitch Angle
19. If Pitch Angle is increased α is increased on all parts of the Blade. The Blade
Element which has the critical α is further from the Root. In addition the Total
Reaction vector is tilted backward as the blade tilts backwards. Then the Blade
Element which has the Total Reaction vector along the axis is closer to the Root.
Thus the Autorotative Section becomes smaller and its moment is reduced (Fig 10),
so Nr decreases. However, TRT has been increased by the Pitch change and ROD
decreases also. There is a new stable condition with lower Nr and ROD. The Pitch
can only be increased so long as the Autorotative Forces will balance Rotor Drag and
the Coning Angle does not become too great. There is, therefore, a minimum safe Nr

in Autorotation.

Fig 10

Effect of Change of AUW or 'G
20. If AUW is increased or a manoeuvre increases 'G', the forces on helicopter are not
in balance and ROD increases until TRT increases and balances the new AUW (para
7). As a consequence of higher ROD, Nr increases (para 17) and there is a new stable
condition. If Nr is reduced to its original value by increasing Pitch, the ROD
decreases again and stabilises at only a small amount greater than the original value,
if at all. AUW or 'G' have little effect on ROD in Autorotation but the Collective
Pitch is increased when Nr is kept constant.
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Autorotation in Vertical Flight Effect of Change of Density Altitude

Effect of Change of Density Altitude
21. At high DA the TRT for a given Angle of Attack is reduced and ROD will
increase until TRT balances AUW. Then, as above, Nr increases and if Pitch is
increased to maintain Nr at its original value ROD decreases again and stabilises only
a small amount greater than the original value. but Stall is closer
22. Pitch Angle, AUW/G/DA, Nr and ROD vary together and the changes cart be
summarised thus:

This chapter is attempting to explain how autorotation is achieved and the limits to
maintaining it. It is probably a bit too complex!
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Chapter 13 Autorotation in Forward Flight

Effect of the Rotor on Descent Airflow
1. It has so far been assumed that the velocity of the Airflow up through the Disc is
equal to the ROD (Vd). However, the Rotor is producing thrust to balance the AUW
by changing the momentum of the air passing through it, in similar manner to
powered flight (cf. Chap 1 para 14). The Velocity of the airflow through the Disc (Va)
is Less than Vd by an Va amount equivalent to the Induced Velocity (Vi) in powered
flight. (Fig 1)

Va = Vd - Vi

Note that Vi, is here a reduction in Velocity: there is no actual airflow.

Fig 1
2. If Vi were to increase, and ROD (Vd) were initially constant, Va would decrease,
which is equivalent to an apparent decrease in ROD. This would result in an increase
in actual ROD in stable Autorotation (cf. Chap 14 para 17). (Fig 2)

Fig 2

Change of Rate of Descent with Airspeed
3. In powered flight it has been shown that the Mass of air passing, through the Disc
increases with increasing IAS and there is therefore a decrease in Induced Velocity
(cf Chap 7). Although the airflow is in the opposite direction in Autorotation, there is
a similar effect and Vi, decreases.

Fig 3
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Change of Rate of Descent with Parasite Drag

4. Thus as IAS increases the ROD decreases because of Induced Velocity changes.

Fig 4

Change of Rate of Descent with Parasite Drag
5. In powered flight it has been shown that the Disc is tilted forward to balance
Parasite Drag as IAS increases (cf Chap 7). Similarly, in Autorotation the Disc must
be tilted and it is then at a smaller angle to the airflow from below the Disc. The
component of that airflow which is at right angles to the Disc (the apparent ROD) is
now smaller, which is the same as saying Vi is increased.

Fig 5
6. Thus as IAS increases the ROD increases because of Parasite Drag.

Fig 6
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Autorotation in Forward Flight Total Rate of Descent

Total Rate of Descent
7. The effects described above combine and Rate of Descent can be seen to vary with
IAS in similar manner to Power Required in level flight.(Fig 7)

Fig 7

Endurance
8. From the graph of Rate of Descent against IAS the minimum ROD, or the
Endurance Speed in Autorotation, is at approximately the minimum Power Speed for
level flight and will be about 65 kts for most helicopters.This  will give a glide slope
of about 16��½° for all helicopters of single rotor design, because this minimum ROD
is not dependent on AUW.

Range
9. For Range in Autorotation the least ratio of ROD to IAS is required which is where
the tangent from the origin touches the curve. The speed does not vary greatly with
AUW and DA and is about 90 - 100 kts. This will give a glide slopes of about 13°,
but note that ROD is significantly greater than the minimum.

Power Equivalent.
10. It is interesting to see that Rate of Descent is equivalent to Power Required from
another point of view.
11. When a helicopter descends in the Earth's Gravitational Field it losing Potential
Energy which is being used to produce thrust to maintain a constant rate of descent. If
the ROD is higher the energy is being used more quickly. ie: the Power provided by
gravity is higher (Power = Energy/Time).
12. Thus the ROD can be equated to Power Required and is referred to as Power
Equivalent. Although the airflow state through the Rotor is quite different from level
flight the same factors govern Power Equivalent as Power Required, so that we could
derive the general shape of the curve in Fig 7 directly from the Power Required
curve. Below are 2 examples to show how they compare.
13. Consider a Gazelle helicopter at 1600 kg AUW descending from 2000 m to 1000
m AMSL (6560 ft to 3280 ft). In doing so it loses Potential Energy in the Earths
Gravity of:
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Engine off Landing

PE = m.g.h.
= 1600 x 9.8 x 1000 Joules
= 1.57 x 107 J

14. A typical ROD at Zero IAS is 17m/sec (3,345 ft/min) so that it will descend this
distance in 59 sec. Its rate of losing energy, or Power Equivalent is:

m.g.h. /t= 1.57 x 107 / 59 J/sec
=266 kW

This power is used to produce TRT (= AUW) in the descent. Now consider a
helicopter in the hover, in nil wind and OGE. The engine is providing power to give
about 75% Torque: 100% Torque is about 400 kW so that 300 kW is required at zero
airspeed, power on.
15. A similar calculation for a ROD of 9.5 m/sec (1870 ft/min) at 65 kts IAS gives a
descent time of 105 sec. Its Power Equivalent is 149 kW. At 65 kts IAS in level flight
and about 45% Torque the Power Required is 180 kW.
16. It can be seen that the figures for Autorotation and Level Flight are comparable,
the difference being a result of the different flow states and the reduced Power
required to turn the Tail Rotor in Autorotation.

Engine off Landing
17. A helicopter established in Autorotation at minimum ROD is descending at about
1800 ft/min and moving forward at 65 kts. In order to make a landing the ground
speed must be reduced to a safe run-on speed for the undercarriage and ground
conditions, and this will often be around 10 kts. To reduce speed the helicopter is
flared and the Thrust Reversal achieves the deceleration. (cf Chap 11). In addition,
the horizontal component of Airspeed now adds to Vd giving an apparent increase in
ROD and hence an increase in TRT, which reduces the actual ROD. Lastly, the flare
is a 'G' manoeuvre which increases Nr, which means that there is more Energy stored
in the Rotor. When the flare effects disappear at low IAS this Energy can be used to
maintain TRT, and cushion the touchdown, by increasing Collective Pitch and
allowing Nr to decay.

Conditions for a Safe Engine-off Landing (EOL)
13. When the Engine fails it is necessary to have airspeed for two reasons:

a.The Rate of Descent is substantially reduced.
b.Flare Effect can be used to reduce ROD before touchdown.

19. Normally it is necessary to be at the Min ROD speed (about 65 kts ) for a safe
EOL. However, a lower speed of about 35 kts can be accepted for helicopters with
relatively high inertia rotors. In this case no flare is made, because it would have little
effect on ROD, and the run-on speed
20. At higher airspeeds the helicopter can be easily slowed to the Min speed and there
is generally no extra difficulty in achieving a safe landing.
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Autorotation in Forward Flight Avoid Area Diagram

Avoid Area Diagram
21. At low airspeeds, however, the helicopter must be accelerated to Min ROD speed,
before a safe EOL can be made, which entails a considerable loss of height. The
height loss will be less if the initial airspeed is closer to the Min. ROD speed. This
means that there is a minimum height for a safe EOL which decreases with increasing
IAS (Fig 8a).
22. If the helicopter is hovering close to the ground the Energy stored in the Rotor
can be used to cushion the touchdown after an Engine failure without entering
Autorotation. There will be a maximum height from which a landing can be safely
made (Fig 8b). This height will increase slightly with IAS owing to the effect of
Translational Lift.
23. When flying at high airspeed, close to the ground, the helicopter will descend
after an Engine failure while the pilot is reacting. If contact is made with the ground
there will be a crash if the groundspeed is above that for a safe run-on (Fig 8c).
Above this speed there will be a minimum height. for a safe EOL to allow the pilot
time to react (Fig 8d).
24. The Avoid Area Diagram (sometimes called the Altitude/Airspeed Diagram or
Deadman's Curve) shows the Minimum requirements on making a Safe EOL for any
particular helicopter. Is is derived empirically by test flying in the best possible
conditions ie: Straight and level, into wind, pilot prepared and on to flat and level
ground. The diagram should therefore only be used as a guide.

Fig 8
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Entry into Autorotation

Entry into Autorotation
25. During the period between an Engine failure and fully established Autorotation
the airflow around the helicopter, and the control positions, pass through a series of
transient states. Depending on the helicopter type and the conditions the following
problems may be encountered.

a.Rapid Yaw caused by the unbalanced Tail Rotor Thrust,
b.Pitching nose up or down caused by airflow changes across the stabiliser or

changes in TRT.
c.Rapid Decay of Nr caused by Rotor Drag before the Collective is lowered.
d.Roll following the development of sideslip with Yaw.
e.Tail Strike  by the Main Rotor blades when the Lever is lowered rapidly and

cyclic aft control is made.

Autorotation at high AUW, DA and IAS
26. The problems on Entry detailed above are aggravated at high DA and IAS. Also
Nr is large when Autorotation is established in these conditions and could exceed the
limits if Collective Pitch were not adjusted. Therefore the Collective Lever should not
be fully lowered immediately following Engine Failure at height.
27. Nr is more sensitive to small changes of pitch at high DA and especially to 'G' in
turns. Therefore Nr must be monitored closely to avoid exceeding the limits.
28. When Autorotation is established at high DA pitch is large and the Autorotative
Section is small. If improved range is sought by increasing pitch and decreasing Nr

the Autorotative Section may become too small to balance the Rotor Drag and there
will be a rapid and uncontrolled. drop in Nr. Therefore the lower limit to Nr in
Autorotation is higher at high DA. (cf Chap 12 para 19
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Chapter 14 Vortex Ring

1. When Collective Pitch is reduced to start a vertical descent the Induced Velocity is
reduced by the airflow up past the helicopter. Thrust increases until TRT = AUW at a
constant ROD (Fig 1) (see Chapter 3)

Fig 1

Tip Vortices
2. In the descent the Induced Airflow and ROD Airflow oppose each other and
reinforce the Tip Vortices which are always present due to the pressure difference
between the bottom and top of the blades (Fig 2).

Fig 2
3. The enlarged Vortices increase Vi at the tips of the blades and TRT is reduced. The
ROD increases and stabilises at a higher value than might otherwise be expected. If
the initial reduction in Pitch is large it may be necessary to increase it again to stop
the ROD becoming much greater than required.
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Root Stall

Root Stall
4. At the Root of the blade, where the Pitch Angle is greater owing to Washout, the
Angle of Attack is large when Vi is reduced in the descent (Fig 3). If Collective Pitch
is increased to compensate for the loss of thrust owing to tip Vortices a may exceed
the Critical angle and the blade Root will stall. Then the descent airflow penetrates up
through the centre of the Disc and may lead to secondary vortices in the middle of the
blades (Fig 4).

Fig 3

Vortex Ring
5. The loss of thrust at the Root leads to a greater ROD which requires increased
Collective Pitch to correct it. However, this extends the stalled region at the Roots of
the blades and also enlarges the Vortices at the Tips. Thus TRT decreases further and
any increase in Pitch only leads to a further loss of thrust. The ROD increases to very
high values (up to 8000 ft/min in some helicopters) and it cannot be decreased. This
is Vortex Ring. (Fig 4).

Fig 4

Conditions for Vortex Ring
6. For the Vortices to form and be reinforced there must be an Induced Airflow
down through the Disc and an Opposing Airflow up past the disc. In general this
means:
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Vortex Ring Flight Conditions for Vortex Ring

a.Power On
b.Airspeed below 20 kts
c.Rate of Descent greater than 200 ft/min

7. However, Vortex Ring can occur unexpectedly with combinations of conditions
beyond these.

The velocities of the downward induced flow and the upward descent flow are
important.  For helicopters with a high disc loading the induced flow may be very high
velocity, which needs a high rate of descent. It may be possible to 'pull through' VR..

Flight Conditions for Vortex Ring
The following stages of Flight may lead to Vortex Ring:

a.When Descending Vertically into a clearing from above tree level it is
difficult to judge height and a high ROD can develop.

Fig 5
b.A Steep Approach in light winds, either from choice or aft a misjudgement

in a normal approach, can cause the conditions orf Vortex Ring.

Fig 6
c.Downwind Manoeuvres of all types result in low or negative

Fig 7
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 Helicopter Principles of Flight Effects of Vortex Ring

d.When a helicopter is flared in a Fast Stop the horizontal airflow past the
Rotor comes more nearly from below as the disc is tilted back. If a Rate of
Descent develops the airflow dire opposes the Induced Airflow.

Fig 8
e.If a recovery is made from a Practice Autorotation by increasing power in

the flare, before levelling the helicopter, the is similar to (d). This is not so
when carrying out an Engine-off Landing, when the Rotor is Autorotating
until the lever is raised to cushion the touchdown.

f. If recovery from a Zero Speed Autorotation is made with a low air speed
the situation is similar to (a).

Effects of Vortex Ring
9. With the Vortices forming and breaking away and with the stall at the Root
increasing the Pitch control forces there will be a significant increase in Vibration
10. The complex and unstable airflow through the Rotor will cause the blades to flap
without any control movement, leading to Random Pitch and Roll.

Fig 9
11. There will be large change of Drag on the rotor and large Thrust Variation with
fluctuating Power demands and Torque indications.
12. The Tail Rotor, which is situated in the Tip Vortex region, will be affected by an
unstable airflow. This will cause Random Yawing.
13. Only a reduced length of the blade is producing thrust and is therefore responding
to control movements. This leads to a Slow Control Response.
14. If Vortex Ring is allowed to develop a Very High ROD will occur. 
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Vortex Ring Signs of Vortex Ring

Signs of Vortex Ring
15. Incipient Vortex Ring will first be detected by an increasing ROD with Power on.
This will be accompanied by increased vibration and random Pitch, Roll and Yaw.

Recovery from Vortex Ring
16. If full Vortex Ring develops there will be loss of control and a very high ROD. It
is difficult, if not impossible, to recover from fully developed Vortex Ring because
the Control Response is so restricted. Therefore recovery action must be taken at the
incipient stage and it is necessary to change the conditions of para 6 by:

a.Gaining Airspeed by a large nose down altitude (30°) and climbing when
IAS is above 30 kts.

b.Entering Autorotation by reducing Power to zero and then gaining airspeed.

Avoidance of Vortex Ring
17. Both recovery methods entail a considerable loss of height but the flight
conditions in which Vortex Ring may occur are those close to the ground. Therefore
the following stages of flight should be avoided or carried out with great care:

a.Vertical Descent
b.Fast Stop Flares
c.Downwind Manoeuvres
d.Steep Approaches
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